YOUR GUIDE TO
HIRING FACILITIES

Welcome to Magna
Magna Academy is situated to the north of Poole, close to key routes
both west and north of the Poole/Bournemouth conurbation. The campus
offers access to great facilities for staging:
•

Conferences

•

Seminars

•

Meetings

•

Events

•

Clubs

Here at Magna we have superb, modern facilities which have been
designed to create a smart and comfortable environment in which to
work.
As a community academy, we want to open up the facilities to the public
and to offer everyone the opportunity to book and use the spaces.
Our rooms are light and airy and can be adapted to meet a variety of
different needs. The individual spaces are very flexible and all of them
can be configured to meet your specific requirements; whether that’s
classroom, boardroom, seminar or groupwork layouts, or even something
we haven’t imagined here.
Just let us know your requirements and our team will work with you to
supply everything you need.

Performance Hall
Our Performance Hall is a large multifunctional room and is the place
where, as an academy we regularly come together as a community.
The Hall is often used for performing arts and hosts all our music, dance
and theatrical events:
• It can seat up to 370 people.
• It is highly suitable for conferences, exhibitions or presentation events.
• It has a technology portfolio that incorporates lighting, audio-visual and
staging assets.
The seating is fully retractable, opening the space up for a number of
different additional functions, such as:
•

exercise classes

•

dance classes

•

very large meetings

Performance Hall with seating fully retracted

Amphitheatre
Our Amphitheatre is a small external performance facility with:
• seating for spectators
• lighting for night time usage
• wi-fi coverage from the main building
The Amphitheatre is situated in an open-air but enclosed area so there are
many ways in which this space can be utilised for your requirements while
giving due regard to safety.

Meeting Rooms
Magna Academy has a number of light and
spacious meeting rooms.
Many rooms are equipped with the latest IT
equipment, ideal for smaller, more intimate
presentations and displays.

Commercial Kitchen
& Food Hall
We have a modern, state-of-the-art Commercial Kitchen, with facilities for
large-scale production and training facilities.
Our Food Hall provides a pleasant dining environment with seating for
over 140 people.

Classrooms
Magna Academy offers a vast range
of classrooms that can be set up to
accommodate meetings or training
sessions as well as teaching.
All rooms are equipped with
the latest I.T. and audiovisual
equipment. These rooms are ideal
for small to larger sized groups,
adult education, meetings and
training sessions.
Capacities range from 15-60.

IT Suites
Our campus site contains a number of IT Suites housing state-of-the-art
equipment. The rooms provide a professional environment for training
courses or adult education.
Each IT Suite can seat up to 30 people working at individual terminals.

Drama Hall
Magna’s Drama Hall is a fantastic, modern space, suitable for rehearsals,
dance, and performance or workshop sessions.
This area includes lighting, and can be set up specifically to cater to your
needs.
In the warmer months, Drama activities can also take place in the adjacent
outdoor amphitheatre, with covered seating - creating an ideal facility for
open-air performances.

Music Practice Rooms
Our Music Rooms offer quiet, intimate spaces for practice sessions, music
rehearsals and recording.

Next Steps
If you are interested in hiring any of our facilities, or if you have any
questions or queries, please contact us using the following contact
channels. We would love to hear from you.
E-mail:
office@magna-aspirations.org
Phone:
01202 604222
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